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Purpose of the Series

The Short Report Series on Locally Managed Irrigation is designed to disseminate concise information on the role of local management in irrigation and irrigation management transfer or turnover experiences and policies. The Series is distributed worldwide to a broad range of people—policymakers, planners, researchers, donors and officials in both public and nongovernmental organizations—who are concerned with the irrigated agriculture sector. IIIM’s goal is not to promote policies such as irrigation management transfer, but to enhance the knowledge base available to decision makers and advisors as they face questions of policy adoption and strategies for implementation.

Locally managed irrigation can be of many types, such as traditional farmer-constructed diversion or tank schemes, indigenous and often new lift irrigation, government-constructed but farmer-managed irrigation systems and systems where management is or has been transferred from an outside agency to a local user organization.

By “irrigation management transfer” we mean some degree of transfer of responsibility and authority for irrigation management from the government to farmer groups or other nongovernmental entities. This generally involves contraction of the role of the state and expansion of the role of the private sector and water users in irrigation management. In other words, there is a shifting upstream of the point where management responsibility and control of the water supply are transferred from the irrigation authority to local management. This may involve changes in policies, procedures, practices and the performance of irrigated agriculture. It may or may not involve “privatization” of ownership of the assets of the irrigation system. The Short Report Series addresses questions such as the following:

What are the necessary conditions which support viable locally managed irrigation?

What socio-technical conditions, institutional arrangements and change processes lead to sustainable locally managed irrigation?

What is the range of different models that are being applied worldwide for turnover or transfer of responsibility for local management for recently developed irrigation?

What are the effects of management transfer on the productivity, profitability, financial viability, equity, efficiency and sustainability of irrigated agriculture?

What are the perspectives of farmers, managers, policymakers, urban consumers and other stakeholders in irrigated agriculture about irrigation management transfer?

What adjustments in government may be needed as a result of turnover to provide support to locally managed irrigation systems and to improve productivity in the public sector?
The Short Report Series is produced by the Program on Local Management of the International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI). Support for the Series is provided by Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) GmbH through the Privatization and Self-Management of Irrigation Project (No. 91.7860.8-01.288). Individuals wishing to contribute to the Series or otherwise correspond about the Series, are invited to direct communications to the editors of the Series:

Dr. Douglas Vermillion or Dr. Sam H. Johnson III,
Program on Local Management, IIMI,
P.O. Box 2075, Colombo, Sri Lanka.
Fax: 94-1-866854; Telex: 22318 IIMIHQ CE;
E-Mail: IIMI (CGNET), IIMI@CGNET.COM (INTERNET)
Telephone: 94-1-867404
The International Conference on Irrigation Management Transfer, held in Wuhan, China during 20–24 September 1994 brought together 220 participants from 28 countries around the world. These included policymakers, planners, academics, irrigation system managers, technical assistance experts, farmers and donors. The transfer of management of irrigation systems from governmental to nongovernmental organizations is a global movement with many causes, variations and results. It can mean transfer of responsibility for any or all of the roles of financing irrigation, diverting and/or distributing water through irrigation canals, maintaining infrastructure, rehabilitating systems, managing water-related disputes, allocating water rights or planning crop calendars. It can include transfer of management authority over an entire irrigation system or only over tertiary or distributary canals of a medium- or large-scale system. Management can be transferred from government agencies to farmer organizations, third-party contracting firms, NGOs or irrigation companies. The role of farmers can be direct management, representational supervision of direct-hire workers, or establishing governance and leadership arrangements to oversee a professional, management organization. Management transfer is often initiated by governments because: (a) they lack funds to manage irrigation systems, (b) they are unable to collect water charges from farmers, or (c) they have a poor record of management performance. But sometimes, farmers seek to take over management of irrigation systems from the government, assuming that they can manage the systems more cost effectively.

Discussions at the Conference reflected the great variety of approaches to irrigation management transfer (IMT) and contexts within which IMT is occurring. Participants at the Conference discussed the policies and preconditions (physical, technical, socioeconomic, institutional and agricultural) that are believed to be either supportive or detrimental to the realization of successful transfer programs. The various kinds of policy, institutional and managerial arrangements and planning tasks which could be used in transfer programs were discussed, and the different implementation processes being used—approaches toward legislation, organizing farmers, training, and rehabilitation—were compared. The participants discussed the results and impacts of transfer programs which are emerging, including the effects on government budgets, cost burdens on farmers, quality of operation and maintenance (O&M), productivity and profitability of irrigated agriculture, incomes of farmers, environmental consequences and gender relations. Another topic frequently raised was the kinds of support services locally managed irrigation systems would need after management transfer to ensure their sustainability.

This short synthesis cannot capture the full richness of the discussions. It is rather an inventory of the most important and commonly mentioned issues and recommendations put forward by Conference participants. A complete list of Conference papers is included at the end of this Short Report for reference. We wish to thank the participants of this Conference for sharing their experiences and insights. We also welcome comments and reactions to this short report and other reports in the Series.
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INTRODUCTION

The International Conference on Irrigation Management Transfer held in Wuhan, China during 20–24 September 1994 was organized jointly by the International Irrigation Management Institute (under its Local Management Program), Wuhan University of Hydraulic and Electrical Engineering, Hubei Association of Science and Technology, Hubei Association of Hydraulic Engineering, Hubei Province Ministry of Water Resources and the National Ministry of Water Resources. Over 220 participants from 28 countries attended the Conference.

The overall objective of the Conference was to enhance policymaking, planning and implementation of irrigation management transfer (IMT) programs worldwide through the exchange of information and experiences among a large number of professionals from many countries. The large number of participants and the animated discussions at the Conference demonstrated the strong interest many countries have in IMT. During the discussions, many issues and findings emerged regarding: the necessary preconditions for enabling management transfer, transfer strategies, different models of locally managed irrigation, agency reorientation, changing state-farmer relationships, financing O&M and structural system improvements, and how to make locally managed irrigation sustainable after transfer.

More than 100 papers were presented at the Conference (IIMI 1994), in plenary and parallel sessions. This review attempts to synthesize the discussions that followed the presentations in parallel sessions. Lists of chairpersons and all papers presented at the Conference are included after this report. A review and synthesis of the papers, as well as a selection of 32 papers are to be published soon by FAO and IIMI. Papers were presented and discussed in six parallel sessions. Chairpersons were invited to steer the discussion to the following broad issues:

1 Associate Expert, Irrigation Management, IIMI (Headquarters), Colombo, Sri Lanka.
2 Research Associate, IIMI (Headquarters), Colombo, Sri Lanka.
3 Main donors for the Conference were the Ford Foundation, Canadian International Development Association (CIDA), Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (FAO), German Federal Ministry for Technical Cooperation (BMZ), International Development Research Center (IDRC), Oxfam, Australian Catholic Relief Services, United States Agency for International Development (USAID), Overseas Development Agency and the Mekong Secretariat.
1. In a given country, what conditions effect the success or failure of an IMT policy? These may include legal, socioeconomic, institutional, environmental, physical and technical conditions.

2. How should the process of irrigation management be implemented? Implementation may involve strategic planning and policymaking, organizing water users associations, reorientation of public irrigation agencies and improvement of irrigation infrastructure and management.

3. What supporting conditions are needed to ensure the long-term viability of locally managed irrigation? These may include the financial viability of irrigation, long-term physical sustainability of irrigation systems and water supply, and the strength of management organizations.

This report is mainly based on the notes and minutes submitted by the chairpersons of the sessions. Not all topics of potential relevance to IMT were discussed during the sessions and, therefore, this report does not give a complete review of all relevant topics. This synthesis gives the essence of the issues raised by the participants under the following sections: (1) Rationale and Motivation for Irrigation Management Transfer, (2) Experiences of Implementing IMT Programs, and (3) Supporting Viable Locally Managed Irrigation after Turnover.

RATIONAL AND MOTIVATION FOR IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT TRANSFER

Irrigation Management Transfer refers to a range of strategies adopted by governments to transfer the management of irrigation systems from the state to water users or other nongovernmental entities. What is being transferred may include management of an entire irrigation system (as has occurred for example, in Australia, Japan, USA and Spain); management of sub-sections such as a distributary canal (as in Sri Lanka and the Philippines); financial responsibility for operation and depreciation costs (as in China); or responsibility for the provision of support services for irrigated agriculture (as in Colombia and Sudan). IMT is now a major component of national agrarian policy in more than 25 countries worldwide and is being implemented under a variety of labels.

Conference participants indicated that the reasons why IMT programs are being implemented vary by country. In a majority of countries, the primary motive for IMT is to curb public expenditure on recurring costs of irrigation in light of mounting fiscal difficulties of governments. In addition, there seems to be a consensus that IMT programs should involve at least three contingent strategies: improvement of the delivery of support services, empowerment of farmers and the long-term financial viability of irrigation systems. The driving forces behind these objectives include:

1. The perception that public irrigation agencies lack the incentives and responsiveness to optimize management performance.

2. The claim that farmers have a direct interest in the cost-efficiency of irrigation and in preventing the deterioration of irrigation systems so as to better ensure financial sustainability of irrigation.
3. The assumption that a management system which is more accountable to farmers will be more equitable and responsive.

4. The view that the cost of service provision should be borne by the beneficiaries.

The motivation for IMT initiatives often emerges from finance and planning departments rather than irrigation agencies. Case studies indicate that pressure from external agencies has induced some governments to curtail their role in irrigation management and devolve some of the functions to irrigators. In other cases, the pressure has come from within the government. For example, the transfer program in Mexico was greatly influenced by broader national economic liberalization and Mexico’s new membership in the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). In contrast, the management turnover program in Mexico was being implemented at the initiative of USAID, the US development agency. International institutions such as the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, the Asian Development Bank and the African Development Bank have promoted IMT in several countries in Latin America, Asia and Africa, including Mexico, Colombia, Chile, Ecuador, Indonesia, the Philippines, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Turkey, Madagascar and Senegal.

Although interest in IMT is widespread, most governments neither have a clear policy on IMT and its relation to other policies and reforms, nor are the objectives of the programs clearly defined. The multiple goals that IMT reportedly serves makes it difficult for any simple characterization of turnover policy. In many instances, there is only a partial commitment to transfer. Common patterns seem to be emerging internationally. Many governments see IMT as a means to relieve budgetary pressures and often ignore essential preconditions for success. Transfer programs have most often been “top down” and one-sided with the primary focus on achieving state objectives. Experiences in Australia, the USA and in the Coello and Saldaña systems in Colombia are exceptions: farmers wanted and demanded IMT, and even hired lawyers to negotiate with the government on issues relating to IMT.

Discrepancies between official statements and ground-level reality show that there is no common understanding of how far the process should go and how the different interests and objectives of concerned actors can be integrated. Such diverse interests include the government’s goal of food security, water sector policies, social welfare, financial austerity and agency fears about job security. Farmers’ main priorities tend to be achieving higher incomes and improving the quality of irrigation service. Conference discussants suggested that if governments decide to adopt a “top down” approach, they should at least make their policies clear to farmers, preferably giving a time frame for the transfer process, a clear strategy and definitions of roles of farmers and agencies.

In this context, it is important to take into account the perception of farmers regarding IMT. This would require participatory planning dialogues before initiating the transfer process. Literacy of farmers, their economic position, political affiliations, caste, gender and religious characteristics all shape the ability and ways in which farmers can participate with governments in IMT programs. In addition, governments should be in a position to demonstrate the benefits of IMT to farmers; otherwise IMT can be easily thwarted by the resistance of farmers (as well as agencies).

EXPERIENCES WITH IMPLEMENTING IMT PROGRAMS

The Conference provided an excellent forum to review the experiences of implementing IMT programs in various countries. This review included implementation strategies, forms of
management transfer, the need for reorienting public irrigation agencies, and the need for irrigation system rehabilitation.

**IMT Implementation Strategies**

Although some form of IMT is being implemented in more than 25 countries, it was clear from the discussions that implementation strategies are very diverse. However, certain aspects of IMT were recognized as necessary, no matter what type of institutional setting is dominant within a country.

**Policy Match and Clarity**

Conference participants noted that one of the major preconditions of any irrigation management program is that it should be absolutely clear to both implementors and beneficiaries what the program is about, who has what responsibilities and what the likely benefits will be. IMT programs are generally associated with a wider range of economic and institutional reforms, such as liberalization; privatization; structural adjustment; legal reforms such as changing water laws; and irrigation rehabilitation programs. These often complicate the strategies that have to be followed to implement IMT programs. For instance, there should be a match between food security policies and policies that are geared toward individual welfare and equitable sharing of land and water resources. The objectives of these policies often contradict each other. In the case of IMT policies, this has often resulted in lack of clarity about government policies and of rights and responsibilities of farmers and agencies. This can weaken both the credibility of government policy and the legitimacy of farmer organizations. Lack of clarity, credibility and legitimacy can jeopardize the success of any IMT program. IMT for the wrong reasons and by default can be counter-productive and misleading.

**Intervention Strategies**

Although many governments have, to some extent, implemented IMT programs, the strategies that are followed in these programs are poorly documented. Often, the only documentation available describes the official process and formal procedures that should have been followed. As programs differ in their context, scale, time frame, objectives and actors involved, no blueprint model can work everywhere. However, Conference participants noted several basic guiding principles which should have relevance in most contexts:

1. A gradual, participatory IMT strategy is necessary to ensure proper institutional development.
2. Key issues in the IMT process are to define clearly the intended transfer of rights, to whom the rights are being transferred, and what level of continued state support and services will exist after turnover, as appropriate to specific sectors or regions.
3. Agencies do not always sufficiently realize that considerable costs are involved in transfer processes.
4. In many cases, irrigation agencies can only implement IMT programs with help from external agencies. This has the danger of a certain degree of "projectization."
IMT programs can easily become (or induce) new bureaucracies within existing irrigation bureaucracies.

5. Often, it is probably not very effective to have the primary agency, which sometimes feels threatened by IMT, as the agency charged with the responsibility of implementing it.

6. Continuous monitoring and performance evaluation must be built into the process to determine the quantity and quality of turnover, using limited but effective indicators.

7. To the extent possible, farmers should have responsibilities for implementing the program.

Legal Reforms

Financial and institutional reforms like IMT dramatically change the ways in which both natural and financial resources are allocated, distributed and used. Hence, legislative reform is often a prerequisite to giving user rights (especially water rights) to newly established management entities regulating over-exploitation of scarce resources. Only in a few countries, new water laws have preceded irrigation transfer programs (such as Mexico and Chile). In other countries (such as Sri Lanka and Indonesia), new legislation has given greater authority to farmer organizations without giving them explicit water rights. In general, participants agreed that legal reforms should precede irrigation management programs, although some argued that it is not necessary to define water rights of farmers in the initial stages of IMT. According to some discussants, water rights can be defined over time, as the IMT process gains experience.

Representation

IMT should have strong high-level political support and should mobilize or encourage full support from both farmers and agency staff. Imposition of organizational structures during the process of IMT, without regard to the existing institutional setting, social habits and traditional values of rural communities, will very likely lead to failure. Sufficient time and preparation are needed for negotiating with all concerned actors at each stage of the transfer process, before management responsibilities are transferred to farmers. This necessarily implies that strategies and processes should be open-ended, leaving sufficient flexibility for change. Cases in Rajasthan, Indonesia and Nepal, where IMT was reported to be of a "top down" sort and donor driven, show that the irrigation bureaucracies tried to retain their position because farmers did not follow a "proper" process (i.e., the one that was suggested by planners and policymakers). A third party may be required to serve as a catalyst to overcome farmer apathy and the paternalistic relationships that often exist between irrigation agencies and farmers.

Conference participants emphasized that implementation of IMT needs to be carried out in a carefully staged way, which allows adequate time and effort in training and motivation, making use of existing farmer organizational skills and experience. The recognition by government agencies of capacities and skills of existing farmer groups is very important for the success of IMT. However, this does not necessarily mean that farmers themselves are
aware of these capacities and skills. In some cases, farmers themselves underestimate their ability to manage irrigation schemes. But persistent efforts by government agencies and organizers of farmer associations have shown (in the Philippines, Indonesia, and Mexico) that farmers are able to both organize themselves and effectively manage the systems. Some discussants also pointed out that planners and policymakers rarely recognize the roles and rights of women in the IMT process. In general, women are not involved and not considered as important stakeholders in locally managed irrigation. As a consequence, in most IMT programs, water users associations are mainly established by and for the participation of men, excluding women explicitly or implicitly.

Forms of Management Transfer

At the Conference, it was repeatedly emphasized that transfer programs vary according to the following aspects:

1. Type and size of the system and technologies included.
2. Specific responsibility to be turned over (operation, maintenance, financing, support services).
3. Charter of authority (internal with the users or external with the state).
4. Kind and size of management entities involved (agencies, farmer organizations, board of governors of irrigation districts and irrigation companies, individuals, banks).
5. How both capital and operational costs are to be recovered (such as through subsidies, irrigation service fees, cross-subsidization).
6. Kind of legislation that supports local management of resources (such as water rights, laws that vest ownership and authority with farmer organizations and individuals).
7. Socioeconomic and political environments in which IMT programs are implemented.

These variables put each form of locally managed irrigation somewhere along the spectrum between full state-managed irrigation and farmer-managed irrigation. Countries such as the USA (Columbia River Basin) and Australia (Coleambally irrigation area) have transferred complete ownership and management of irrigation systems to water users associations. In other countries, IMT has involved a shift to jointly managed systems. The variables given above characterize each case in terms of level of accountability of management to farmers, level of separation between management and ownership, level of financial and organizational autonomy and the level of specialization of management tasks to be executed by the different actors involved. Although no attempt was made at the Conference to produce a common typology of different management forms, different management models were discussed extensively and these are important issues in the transfer process.


Sharing O&M Responsibilities

In many cases, IMT merely involves "sharing" the labor and resources that are necessary for O&M between different levels of irrigation systems. This so-called joint management model is the most common model followed in transferring irrigation management responsibilities to farmers, especially for medium- and large-scale irrigation systems. This model is dominant in most Asian countries where full transfer is not common (with exceptions such as Taiwan, Korea and Japan). However, full transfer for small-scale systems is done in the Philippines, Indonesia and Sri Lanka. Many participants argued that the major drawbacks of joint management are the lack of a clear separation between ownership and management, the lack of clarity about financial responsibility, the lack of full rights of self-governance and self-management (including water pricing and distribution of revenue) vested in the user organization, and the lack of accountability of agencies (which manage the intake and main canals) to farmer organizations. Another problem reported is the frequent lack of accountability of farmer leaders to their own organizations.

Some doubts were raised whether models other than joint management could be introduced in South and Southeast Asia, given the small size of farm holdings and the difficulties of establishing federations of water user organizations that could deal with larger parts of systems or even multiple systems. However, other participants saw no necessary correlation between the size of farm and mode of authority. Experience of IMT in Nepal and the Dominican Republic demonstrates that small farms are not necessarily an obstacle to the full transfer of management to farmers. Weak political commitment to institutional and financial reforms that give clear rights and authority to users is seen as the main obstacle to introducing alternatives to joint management.

To a degree, some of the above drawbacks of joint management seem to have been overcome by more recent and innovative management models that were introduced in China. Two examples of innovative management models are indicated below:

Contract Responsibility System. The Chinese experience with irrigation management devolution shows the need for and benefits of strong incentive arrangements for management. The Production Responsibility System and the Contract Responsibility System introduced in the 1980s in the water resources sector have dramatically changed the farmer-state relationship, as system management became separated from government sponsorship. Irrigation system management is now fully financed by farmers. Management is done by irrigation districts and contracting organizations. The contract organization can be a company, a group of farmers, a joint household or even an individual. The contract system has increased competition (bidding) for the right to manage the irrigation system, which reportedly has improved management performance. Throughout China, in irrigation districts, water is generally delivered on the basis of payment of water charges by the users. Some differences in views exist over whether contract management or direct management by professional village irrigation teams has better accountability to farmers.

Collective Shareholding System. The Contract Responsibility System has its own limitations. Some contract targets, such as quality of work, are difficult to operationalize. Some contractors may pursue short-term gains which may induce rapid deterioration of physical infrastructure. To overcome these problems, collective shareholding systems have emerged in some areas in which fixed irrigation assets are converted into shares. Shareholders can be a collective, a company, a community or individuals. Shareholders have equal rights to own irrigation system assets and share profits. Preliminary indications are that this can lead to improvement of cooperation, management performance, monitoring and supervision.
Irrigation Service Fees

A common concern among participants was how financial responsibility for operational costs should be shared between the state and water users. Although some argued that IMT cannot mean complete withdrawal of support and subsidies, there was a general agreement that realistic water pricing needs to be implemented before IMT, and that farmers should be involved in setting the charges. It was reported that in Indonesia, farmers who never had to pay water fees were the least willing to assume O&M responsibilities. Participants agreed that from the onset of any turnover process, farmers need to understand that water charges are inevitable and that there will be no further subsidy. In all cases there should be a clear policy on the mode and extent of financial support for O&M after turnover.

Few countries represented at the Conference have yet been able to establish a sound system of sharing financial responsibilities for O&M between the state and the water users. This is especially true in the case of jointly managed systems. However, there seems to be enough evidence to suggest that willingness to pay for water is reasonably high, provided water delivery is ensured. Cases in Vietnam and China and groundwater irrigation in India show that when benefits of turnover are clear, users are willing to pay more for water and the services they receive. On the other hand, in systems where water was once given free or at very low cost, it becomes almost impossible to increase water charges without coercive measures. Several participants argued that greater efforts should be made to commercialize irrigation, as is commonly done with other aspects of agriculture. Commercialization could mean the financing of irrigation through buying and selling water, paying fees from agricultural profits or raising revenue from sideline enterprises.

In Colombia, IMT has involved the establishment of system-specific water fee rates which reveal the approximate actual cost of water. In China, IMT has included the development of new methods of cost recovery through the collection of irrigation water fees, maintenance labor contributions and the development of diversified enterprises to cross-subsidize the cost of operation and maintenance. Such operations are viewed as a method of helping irrigation districts to raise funds, put excess workers to productive use and relieve pressures on central government treasuries. Some participants reported that water fee rates that are standardized across systems do not ensure local financial sustainability or create incentives for cost efficiency. Fees should be based on a compromise between the actual cost of water supplied by the management, the ability of farmers to pay and the availability of sideline revenues to subsidize O&M costs. In China, standard water charges are generally considered to be too low to cover the full cost of water.

Cross-Subsidization

Few IMT programs explicitly incorporate cross-subsidization or alternative support mechanisms for funding O&M. Exceptions are found in China where expenditures for irrigation O&M by central or provincial governments are prohibited by the law. In addition to collecting irrigation service fees, irrigation districts and water management units are encouraged to develop a diversified economy of sideline enterprises to help finance O&M costs and improve the living standard of irrigation staff. These reforms are viewed as creating a favorable condition toward financial autonomy or self-support from funds to be generated by the irrigation district itself (which is no longer considered as a government agency and whose staff are not civil servants). Similar developments were observed in the case of the Colombia Basin in the USA, although farmers there receive considerable indirect operational
subsidies in the form of the very low price they pay for electricity to pump water out of the river basin.

**Political Commitment to Reorienting Public Agencies**

IMT should involve a strategically planned reorientation of public irrigation agencies away from a mandate for direct management gates and structures to one that is a higher-level regulatory authority and support services. However, often IMT programs are implemented without such reorientation (such as in Indonesia or Sri Lanka). This can lead to some resistance to IMT by the irrigation agency.

Political support at the highest level for institutional reforms during and after management transfer is essential for any of the management transfer models to be introduced. Involving farmers in financial and institutional changes at the local level generally requires a dramatic reorientation of the agencies involved. However, in many cases, such political support for institutional change is seriously lacking. Some countries are only interested in reforming irrigation management if these reforms are limited to lower levels of systems, so that agency involvement in main canal levels of irrigation systems and at administrative levels remain unchallenged. Successful turnover means that farmers need to obtain real power over decision making, even at the higher levels. Agencies are often reluctant to share or devolve managerial authority to the farmers. This is true both in attempts to organize strong water user organizations as well as to reorient the agencies from control to support service functions.

A critical issue in IMT is redefining the role of public irrigation agencies in the post-transfer period. This is an area which has remained largely neglected. A key role such agencies could play is to create an enabling environment for local governance, provide technical and auditing services and facilitate mobilization of finances, local resources and skills. Agencies could also play more regulatory roles in the fields of disaster management and protection of water resources. Participants generally expressed the view that state agencies should not withdraw completely from the irrigation sector and that some sharing of responsibilities is unavoidable.

Reorienting agencies implies that old, direct management roles and functions cease to exist, and new regulatory and support service roles will be created. This inevitably means that changes among agency staff should take place. During the Conference, it was made clear that staff issues were a major concern in most IMT programs and they comprise one of the most serious impediments to implementation. Many countries do not have a clear policy on what will happen to agency staff after turnover has occurred. Until recently, the turned over irrigation districts in Colombia were unable to retrench staff members at will. The districts struggled for years to retrench excess staff members against powerful legal and political obstacles. In contrast, Mexico has had strong political support and as a result the irrigation districts have been able to eliminate excess staff, thus increasing their operating efficiency and reducing operating costs.

**Financial Autonomy of Agencies**

One of the reasons agencies resist management transfer is that it often requires them to become accountable to farmers. It is widely assumed that a powerful way to make agencies change institutionally is to make them financially autonomous and independent of state support, i.e., the charter of authority is transferred to the users or shareholders of irrigation systems. Some
participants hypothesized that fully autonomous organizations managing single irrigation systems will exhibit the highest performance, while agencies which are only partially autonomous will have only limited accountability to the users, which will impede their performance. Most Conference participants seemed to support the financial autonomy hypothesis. The clearest examples of full financial autonomy are found in China, Chile, Spain and the USA.

As discussed earlier, in China, this has stimulated the development of numerous means for cross-subsidization through sideline enterprises. The National Irrigation Administration (NIA) in the Philippines is an example of an agency that has become partially independent of state financing. Although farmers have little control over NIA itself, it is apparent that NIA has become more innovative and performance oriented as a result. On the other hand, it remains unclear as to how sustainable the "NIA model" is. Some participants claimed that NIA has succeeded in establishing a new management model that is leading to higher performance. Others noted that recent developments show that it cannot sustain itself financially, if it is solely dependent on irrigation fees. Insufficient irrigation fees collected from farmers has brought NIA into a financial crisis.

**IMT and System Rehabilitation**

In many cases, IMT is preceded by, or comes together with, the improvement of system infrastructure. In the initial period of an IMT process, external funding is often necessary for rehabilitation. Donors support high capital investment that is associated with rehabilitation and investment in human resource development, which is part of the IMT process. In either case considerations about infrastructure design should recognize the particular needs of irrigation management turnover, especially future maintenance and operational costs and the technical and managerial capacities of farmers and the staff they are able to hire.

**Rehabilitation Before, After or Not At All?**

It is often assumed by policymakers that rehabilitation prior to turnover will better motivate farmers and enable them to take over management. The argument is often made that restoring a system to full functional order will improve the productivity and profitability of the irrigation system and will lower the future costs of maintenance. However, if rehabilitation is done without farmer participation or investment, it can weaken farmer capacity to take over management and the work may not be compatible with farmer preferences. Also, rehabilitation of inherently uneconomical technological devices such as public deep tubewells in some locations cannot be expected to have sustainable results. The Grameen Bank in Bangladesh recently decided not to take over deep tubewells that are not cost effective. Due to its recent experiences with uneconomic deep tubewells, the Bank is now assessing the economies of wells very carefully before taking them over.

**Involving Farmers in Design and Construction**

Several participants noted that IMT will not be successful when farmers are not involved in designing water distribution structures and selecting their locations. Experiences from India, the Philippines and Indonesia show that if farmer participation in design, construction and
rehabilitation is full, and not perfunctory, designs are enhanced and more farmers will be able to receive water. In Nepal, where farmers were not involved in the planning and design stages of deep tubewell development, it was difficult to convince farmers to take over O&M responsibilities. Farmers perceived that management of the tubewells was beyond their technical and financial capacity. Farmer involvement in rehabilitation, design and construction is relatively simple for small systems, where cooperation and participation by farmers can be more readily sought and guaranteed.

SUPPORTING VIABLE LOCALLY MANAGED IRRIGATION AFTER TURNOVER

Participants at the Conference suggested that for long-term viability, the development of appropriate institutional frameworks is necessary, both at the user level and the agency level. Where there seems to be little doubt about the willingness and capacity of user organizations to sustain themselves institutionally, much doubt was expressed about agencies in this respect. For instance, in Niger, Sudan and Senegal, turnover has been followed by a near institutional vacuum as the government agencies withdrew from irrigation prior to formation of viable farmer organizations. Consequently, existing regulations for water use tend to dissolve, resulting in some chaos and a rapid increase in the use of water in some areas. This again shows the need for agencies to identify new roles which should help establish legal, institutional and environmental parameters within which locally managed irrigation can be supported. A major issue raised repeatedly at the Conference was the need for different forms of financial support for transferred irrigation systems.

Profitability

Low profitability of irrigated agriculture, such as that found in Northeast India, Sri Lanka and parts of Africa, can weaken the ability of farmers and the incentives to finance irrigation management. Therefore, turnover programs should be accompanied by programs that stimulate long-term profitability of irrigated agriculture: clear credit and marketing policies, crop diversification, and the freedom of farmers to choose which crops are to be grown. Governments may need to ensure the timely supply of other inputs as well, such as fertilizers and high-yielding seed variety. However, these preconditions to sustainable irrigated agriculture after turnover were not discussed much by participants.

Subsidies

Adequate financial resources to meet operational costs after turnover was a key issue raised by the participants. The question whether governments should continue some form of subsidization after turnover, or whether financial support from the state should cease to exist was a topic of much discussion. Some argued that turned over schemes that have not proved to be financially viable should continue to be subsidized. One example given was the Grameen Bank’s program to take over the management of public sector deep tubewells in Bangladesh. Three reasons for continuing subsidies were given: (1) the Bank’s main mission is to help the poor; (2) the program was about turnover of deep tubewells to the Bank, not directly to the
farmers; and (3) the Bank still believes that eventually it can turn around its poor financial record and make the deep tubewell program a viable enterprise. However, there are a few conditions that hinder this attempt. A major problem the Bank faces is a competing deep tubewell program by the Public Ground Water Development Board (with more favorable terms for farmers), which creates a negative incentive to farmers to participate (at a higher financial cost) in the Grameen Bank's deep tubewell program.

Multiple-Function Organizations

Rather than continuing government subsidies, participants suggested that alternative or sideline revenues should be raised where possible. A general opinion was that farmer groups should be encouraged to build up a reserve fund which could be utilized in emergency situations and for the improvement and expansion of systems. The question, however, is from where the funds for these reserves should come. The case of China shows the possible advantages of developing multiple income activities by water management groups. Some doubts were raised as to whether cross-subsidization would be possible and desirable under the conventional model of joint management, particularly in south Asia. It was felt by some that there is always a danger of irrigation organizations neglecting irrigation, particularly, if they take on other activities which are more remunerative. Farmers often feel the need to expand the scope of their irrigation organizations not necessarily to subsidize irrigation per se but because of the inadequate provision of required services such as the supply of seeds and fertilizers. On the other hand, irrigation organizations cannot be prevented from engaging in activities they are interested in. The key issue is how to optimize and balance sideline income earning activities and irrigation functions within the same organization.

Supporting Structural Improvement for Locally Managed O&M

The design of irrigation infrastructure should be appropriate to local management capacities. In order to meet this condition, user involvement in both design, and operation and maintenance is a prerequisite to the long-term physical viability of irrigation systems. In several discussions, it was argued that systems that are controlled by users are more likely to place higher priority on maintenance than systems that are controlled by an external public agency, because of the sense of ownership of the users. Other participants argued that farmers tend to defer maintenance in order to maximize short-term gain because they assume that eventually the government will return and rehabilitate deteriorated systems. Therefore, successful transfer requires a clear statement of policy that O&M costs (and perhaps rehabilitation costs as well) will not be subsidized in the future. Otherwise farmers are likely to let their systems deteriorate.

Some participants suggested that water user groups should create capital replacement funds. These funds can be created by a surcharge on O&M fees that farmers pay, by sideline revenues, or by both. Some participants argued that depreciation should become part of the O&M costs as irrigation assets should be regarded as an economic investment. Others, however, argued that this is not necessary as most irrigation facilities can serve for quite a long time with normal maintenance, if properly conducted.
Supporting Organizational Sustainability

Sustainable farmer organizations are usually initiated by the farmers themselves. Examples of government programs to create water users associations in Indonesia, Mexico and China were discussed. Where these are based more on external administrative needs than on local management requirements or local existing organizations, they often fail to function or survive. Often, new organizations are not needed, but existing informal ones need to be recognized.

The dynamics of non-economic factors within the community of farmers seemed to have been overlooked in transfer processes in Sudan, Senegal, the Philippines and Mexico, which may jeopardize a durable relationship between government/agencies and farmers. Social divisions among the users are thought to hinder collective efforts. Cases in the Philippines and elsewhere show that lack of organizational and financial accountability between farmers and group leaders undermine the sustainability of water user organizations. Water user groups must create a sense of financial trust among their members who also demand the right to know how, where and how much money is being spent for what purposes.

A simple and transparent accounting system is critical. This is an area where both governments and NGOs could assist farmer organizations. Creating accountability among users and leaders of farmer organizations is much more difficult in cases where there is more social differentiation among the users. For instance, in the case of the deep tubewell program of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, it was said that it could only continue if cooperation between landless groups and farmers can be guaranteed. Cases in the Philippines show that powerful farmer leaders are often identified with the irrigation bureaucracies to which they have easy access. A serious obstacle to IMT in countries like Pakistan is the high level of tenancy, whereas in Sri Lanka, encroachment of land in settlement projects disturbs the cooperation between farmers in water user groups.

Organizational design principles was a topic which was not discussed extensively, but some general principles were presented in at least one session. It was said that user organizations tend to succeed if they are organized according to the following four organizational principles:

1. They are designed to serve objectives of central concern to their members.
2. They evolve and enforce a suitable “operating system.”
3. They evolve governance structures and processes which constantly focus on the main business interests of members.
4. They constantly strive to maximize their members’ allegiance to themselves.

Some participants recognized that organizations may survive for a certain time, but are prone to disappear as soon as policies and objectives regarding irrigated agriculture change. This potential danger is also apparent in the case of newly established water users organizations that should take over O&M responsibilities. Does the duration of existence of an organization influence its effectiveness? Some asserted that older water users associations have had more learning opportunities to solve problems. Others however, pointed out that it could also be true that newer organizations often face fewer problems in their earlier stages because of subsidies and support services they receive under government development programs.
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Creating Other Supporting Conditions

Other areas in which the state could play a role in supporting reforms toward locally managed irrigation were discussed only briefly during the Conference. These included the establishment of water markets, regulatory mechanisms and conflict resolution, especially at the river basin or aquifer level, where different actors compete for ever scarcer water.

CONCLUSIONS

IMT is a relatively recent phenomenon. Governments find IMT an appealing strategy for a variety of reasons. Turnover programs varying in scope and content are being implemented in over 25 countries worldwide. Yet the management turnover experience is still poorly documented and a clear picture of patterns has yet to emerge. At the Conference, the consensus of opinion was that IMT, if properly executed, could benefit both the farmers and the government. However, it needs to be carried out in a carefully staged process that requires considerable time and supporting efforts. Many participants felt that IMT should be conceived more as a long-term evolutionary process than as a structural adjustment project.

From the discussions it was apparent that although most governments find IMT attractive, there is often only a partial commitment to management transfer. Governments have been somewhat lax in formulating clear policies and providing the necessary legal support. In many countries, IMT programs have not progressed beyond a few pilot areas. There was clear consensus among participants that IMT, as presently conceived and implemented, tends to be initiated by governments and is oriented toward cost reductions in servicing irrigation. Farmers' needs and aspirations have not been adequately addressed. The question whether farmers are ready to take over management of irrigation systems often does not receive thorough consideration. Another clear consensus of opinion was that for IMT to be sustainable, there should be an economic basis which makes irrigated agriculture profitable to farmers. The material presented and discussed at the Conference clearly demonstrated that the emphasis of IMT to date has been on the turnover process. Complementary policies which would ensure the sustainability of management systems after turnover often have not been integrated with IMT programs.

A major problem identified during the discussions relates to the retrenchment of public agency staff after systems are turned over, and the need for a thorough strategic reorientation of government agencies from direct management organizations to support service and regulatory organizations.

The nature of post-turnover management systems are context-specific and derivatives of a combination of factors: social, political, economic and physio-technical factors, state-farmer relations, and so on. It was not possible to make a clear characterization of management models in relation to physical attributes of irrigation systems. However, management accountability, financial autonomy, water rights and property rights were recognized as vital ingredients in the design of all turnover programs. It was agreed that there were multiple institutional forms that could potentially support these ingredients including water users associations, autonomous irrigation districts with professional staff, contracted management companies or mutual irrigation companies.

IMT is still in the policy or program formulation stage in many countries. Numerous issues need to be addressed and many problems need to be discussed and resolved. Policy options that can help resolve some of the major roadblocks to successful transfer programs should be developed. While not designed to solve these problems, the International
Conference on Irrigation Management Transfer was an opportunity for practitioners, researchers, donors and policymakers to learn from the wealth of experience and ideas presented by the 220 participants.
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